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Five Years
When the chance to hire Devonport Live for an exhibition came up, I
immediately thought of doing a retrospective of my work – After all, it’s
only been five years, so there’s not that much to show.
Then I was travelling up to Essex to visit my sick mother, listening to Bowie’s Dark Star, and it came
to me that I should link my stuff with David Bowie’s music. After all, I’d bought all his records – the
least he could do was to lend me some of his glam for a 3 day exhibition.
I did feel some kind of empathy with David Bowie, in common with many others: To quote Simon
Critchley: Bowie spoke to the weirdos and the freaks. But it turned out there were a lot of us.
Bowie was only six years older than me, and there were inevitable parallels in our lives: While he
was being a Mod in Beckenham in the mid 1960s, I was playing at being a Mod in Brentwood.
And when he became a hippy, at the end of the decade, I was playing at being a hippy at the
University of Essex. Unfortunately, that was where the similarities ended.
I first discovered Hunky Dory in 1971 and, soon after, was introduced by a friend to The Man Who
Sold the World. In the following years Ziggy Stardust, Aladdin Sane and Pinups became the
soundtrack of our lives. By this time I’d dropped out of Uni and was working early shifts, making film
emulsion for Ilford in their Brentwood factory. Ziggy was our main man, and we bought anything
Bowie-related: Mott’s All the Young Dudes, Lou Reed’s Transformer, and Iggy Pop’s Raw Power.
A few years later I experienced the power of a Bowie performance, and the adulation of his fans, in
the Low/Heroes World Tour at Earls Court.
The fascinating thing about Bowie was that success did not come easily to him. He was hungry for
fame and worked tirelessly to achieve it. His whole career was a process of self-actualisation. And his
example partly inspired me to reinvent myself and go to Art School five years ago.
So that’s part of the reason that I’ve
titled the exhibition Five Years – the
period I’ve spent at Exeter and
Plymouth Art Colleges. But Five Years, a
song about the approaching apocalypse,
also seems to be especially relevant in
2017, when we have Trump in the
White House and Putin in the Kremlin.
After I finish my final degree show I plan
to retire from art, leaving my art student
character behind once and for all - A
final farewell nod to Ziggy.
As the man said:
“We Can Be Heroes – Just for One Day”

Ch-ch-changes
In 2013 at the end of my Access year I produced a poster about the
Occupy protesters camped outside of St Pauls Cathedral and City Hall.
The poster reflected on protests through the past 50 years, on whether these had made a
difference, and whether circumstances in the 21st century made this outcome more or less likely.
The poster was originally entitled Ch-ch-changes, after Bowie; and the dreaming protester was
named Buddy, after the character in Drive-in Saturday. I subsequently altered the title from the
optimistic Ch-ch-changes to Occupy.
It has since become apparent that peaceful protest is unlikely to be successful against the power of
the modern state.

Andy Warhol
In the early 1970s Bowie’s song about the leading figure in pop art was my
first real introduction to modern art. At the time, like a lot of sad young men, I was obsessed with
rock music, collecting vinyl and regularly going to gigs - something which hasn’t changed greatly. The
only contact I’d previously had with modern art had been Yoko Ono - via John Lennon and the
Beatles.
Investigating Andy Warhol opened up a whole new world: From his screenprints and his movies –
Flesh, Trash and Heat were doing the rounds at the time - to his house band, The Velvet
Underground. The rest, as they say, is history.
The digitally enhanced drawings of mine on show here – Blue and Red Nudes - may not be Warhol
but they do reflect my love of Warholian/Pop Art colours.

Dreaming
Like so many others in the 1960s I was looking for something
new outside of our dull, cramped, grey lives. At school I was
always being accused of day-dreaming as I gazed out of the window – which, of course I was because
school was so shit. I’m still gazing out the window now as Bowie chants from the speakers Dreaming my Life, Dreaming my Life, Dreaming my Life Away … (from the Hours album). In his book
On Bowie Simon Critchley says: ‘Bowie offered an escape route from the suburban hellholes.’
As importantly, Bowie gave us licence to redefine our identities. Critchley, again:
‘Bowie-as-Ziggy refused the dominant norms of existing society: Boy/girl, human/alien, gay/straight.
… He showed us another way of being a boy or a girl or something else entirely.’
The first track I’ve picked associated with Identity is Queen Bitch - a song of New York camp bitching
sung over Mick Ronson’s Sweet Jane riffs. On Hunky Dory it is immediately followed by The Bewlay
Brothers, one of Lou Reed’s favourites and another of mine.
The cover shown below is from Low and is a still from the movie The Man Who Fell to Earth - Bowie
the singer is indistinguishable from Bowie the Actor, and from Thomas Newton the character.
My own exhibition contributions are three manipulated photos about identity.

John, I’m Only Dancing
John, I’m Only Dancing is a masterpiece. Released as a single in 1972/73,
the lyric is a guy reassuring his boyfriend about his hetero dancing. The
arrangement is amazing, even 40 years later. A pulsating bass is overlaid with an array of percussive
effects, Bowie’s strummed acoustic guitar, Ronson’s overlaid jagged guitar riffs, special effects and,
of course, Bowie’s vocals - which range back and forth until he climaxes - and the track finishes with
wailing and resonating guitars juddering into feedback. Small wonder I found it impossible to
emulate on my cheapo mail order semi-acoustic guitar from Bells Music - in Surbiton, of all places.
The related pieces I am showing are from my Dance trilogy of digitally enhanced monoprints/
drawings: Dance, Submission and Pinup.

Rock’n’roll Suicide
In his book On Bowie Simon Critchley asks ‘What was the source of
Bowie’s power to connect with ordinary boys and girls, maybe particularly
the slightly alienated ones, the ones who felt bored and deeply awkward
in their skin?’ His answer is this climactic song on Ziggy Stardust - It gradually builds from Bowie’s
acoustic strumming to full-blown orchestration and Bowie’s hysterical wailing of the final verses:
Oh no love! You’re not alone
No matter what or who you’ve been
No matter when or where you’ve seen
All the knives seem to lacerate your brain
I’ve had my share, I’ll help you with the pain
You’re not alone
Just turn on with me and you’re not alone
Let’s turn on with me and you’re not alone (wonderful)
Let's turn on and be not alone (wonderful)
Gimme your hands cause you're wonderful (wonderful)
Gimme your hands cause you're wonderful (wonderful)
Oh gimme your hands …
And the kids were redeemed – Well, it worked for me, anyway
I’ve matched this with a mixed media piece of mine Roadkill and two short pieces about suicide,
from the art writing group I have been attending.

Aladdin Sane
Three of Bowie’s mother’s sisters had
serious mental health problems, as did his
half-brother. This probably contributed to
the recurring themes of alienation and mental illness that run throughout his work. The album
Aladdin Sane is named for Bowie’s schizophrenic half-brother, Terry, who was an early influence on
the young David Jones and was institutionalised in a mental hospital for many years. The track All
the Madmen from The Man Who Sold the World is also about and dedicated to Terry Burns, who
killed himself at Coulsdon South railway station in 1985.
I’ve selected All the Madmen and Cracked Actor, from Aladdin Sane, as tracks to play.
My related piece is a multi-coloured triptych, from a manipulated screenprint: ‘Where’s the Beef?’

Pinups
Bowie’s album of covers, Pinups, is one of my
favourites. It was recorded shortly after Aladdin
Sane and has largely the same personnel notably Mick Ronson and Mike Garson - and a similar feel. Bowie took as much trouble over his
covers as his own work, and usually included one cover on each of his albums. With this band he had
a crew that were the coolest karaoke outfit ever.
Pinups consists of songs originally recorded by groups on the Ricky-Tick club circuit (featured in the
movie Blowup) in the period 1964-67. I have chosen See Emily Play and Where Have All the Good
Times Gone? from the album. Early Floyd and the Kinks are both favourites of mine and the latter
track has that combination of nostalgia and melancholy that Ray Davies is so good at.
One of the first pieces that I wrote for my art writing group was Influences, inspired by a Raymond
Carver piece. It is, as the title suggests, a distillation of personal influences from all kinds of areas musical, political, literary etc.
The two pinboard collages I have included here were site-specific pieces for St Olaves Church in
Exeter. These pay homage to two of my rock pinups: Roxy Music and John Lennon, as well as
responding to aspects of the church – An old print of the last supper and the prayer board.

1984
Early Bowie contains a lot of philosophical musing, especially in relation
to Nietsche, and translation of these thoughts into politics, particularly
when he had a serious coke habit, caused him some embarrassment
later. While Bowie did not do overtly political songs, from the very start
his music evoked a dystopian future which we can increasingly recognise today.
He was refused permission by the Orwell estate to produce a theatrical production of the George
Orwell book 1984 but the songs formed the backbone of the album Diamond Dogs. This is not one of
my favourite Bowie albums, perhaps because it straddles the end of his glam-rock period and the
start of his blue-eyed soul persona; or perhaps because it leans a little too far toward musical
theatre. However, the song We Are the Dead is a brilliant Bowie ballad, quoting from ‘1984’ and
evoking the feelings of Winston and Julia as they realise that they have been beaten, and their ideals
have been crushed by O’Brien and the Ministry of Truth.
Politics is the focus of much of my recent work and there are several pieces that fit with the 1984
tag. These are: A display from my Art and Politics exhibition at TAAG; the Whistleblowers installation
from my FdA group show, including a Cameron and Clegg homage to Gilbert and George, and ‘Born
in the USA’- about Ed Snowden; and my Syria posters – ‘New World Order’, ‘Collateral Damage’ and
‘Birds over Syria.’

Fame
In the summer of 2016 I did an afternoon of taxidermy with Charlie
Tuesday Gates in Bristol. The outcome was a stuffed and heterochromic
rat. A friend pointed out that he shared this condition with Bowie.
Obviously this was kismet – after all, the Spiders from Mars had originally been called the Rats and
my stuffed friend was now enjoying a Fame that had eluded him during his lifetime. This is the rat’s
third and final exhibition outing - giving us all a last chance to muse upon life, death, the nature of
fame and our 15 minutes in the spotlight.
Fame is a track from Young Americans – Again this track shows off Bowie’s curating and arranging
skills. Starting from a simple riff by Carlos Alomar he built a piece so catchy that James Brown lifted
the whole thing later for a single of his own, Hot (I need to be loved).

Heroes/Berlin
Bowie recorded a trilogy of albums when he was
resident in Berlin in the late 1970s: Low, Heroes and
Lodger. These albums are credited with having influenced a new generation of musicians,
particularly through the ambient sound pieces included on Low and Heroes. Brian Eno was a
significant contributor to the sound of the trilogy.
I’ve chosen the Heroes title track to accompany this section, together with Where are we now? from
The Next Day. The latter was released when Bowie returned to recording in 2013 and is an
uncharacteristic nostalgic song about his Berlin years. I visited Potsdamer Platz during our recent
visit to Berlin – but it was unrecognisable as the place referred to by Bowie.
From my own work I have included a graphic storyboard for A War on Whistle Blowers (which was
never progressed in that format and which has a rather spurious connection in the form of BaaderMeinhof) and a portrait of one of my boyhood heroes, Muhammed Ali, in No Surrender.

Walking the Dead
At the end of 2016 and into 2017 I was travelling
weekly back and forwards to Essex to see my sick
mother. On these journeys I was playing a lot of Bowie
but mainly Hours and Black Star - an upper and a downer respectively. The albums have got
something in common. Hours was recorded at a time when Bowie was taking stock of his life, and
Black Star is written in the knowledge that he will be dying shortly. I like Hours, although it is not
highly rated among Bowie fans. It’s a warm and reflective album. However, I have chosen a couple of
tracks from Black Star to accompany this section: Lazarus and I Can’t Give Everything Away - both
tracks which are about his imminent death.
Two of my pieces illustrate death: Memento Mori – a small 3D piece, and Visiting Mum, from my art
writing.

Everyone Says Hi
Everyone says Hi is from the Heathen album. Bowie said that he wrote it in
response to the memory of his father’s death but it can also be a song for
anyone who’s died or drifted away physically or in spirit …
So I’d like to dedicate this track:







To those who have drifted away over the years and who I’ve lost touch with
To those who have left us - my grandma (d 1982), my dad (d 2001), and my mother (d 2017)
To my family - Catherine, Rob and Ally
With thanks to all my ‘tutors’: Nicci Wonnacott, Tony Platt, Tony Martin, Nicky Thompson, Carol
Kennedy, Anthony Escott, Charlie Tuesday Gates, Smooth Space, Laura Reeves, Steven Paige and
Jenny Keane
With thanks also to Katie and all at Devonport Live; and to Ruth Carpenter, without whom etc …

I thoroughly recommend Simon Critchley’s book On Bowie – which is immensely readable but also
informative and thought provoking – My short comments in this exhibition have barely scratched
the surface of Bowie’s half century career and his philosophy.

Bowie Fan Pinboard
During the exhibition I will be performing: Dressing the Bowie fan pinboard;
and making a fan scrapbook.
As an encore track I’ve chosen The Pretty Things Are Going to Hell from the Hours album.
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